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A WARM WELCOME TO SCO NEWS

FOREWORD
In my last introduction for SCO NEWS

I am pleased to be able to report in these

in August, I was full of hope about the

pages, on significant progress in the

prospects of an imminent return to live

development of the Dunard Centre in

concert-going. We now know that is not

St Andrew Square, Edinburgh. Following

quite how things turned out – so far at

the well-documented challenges of last

least – and whilst my positive thoughts that

year, our design team, led once again by

we will all see each other before too long

David Chipperfield Architects and Nagata

remain entirely undiminished, it is clear

Acousticians, are well on the way to

that Christmas and the New Year, if not the

creating an absolutely magnificent place

first few months of 2021 will be behind us

for music with an outstanding concert hall

before it happens.

and home for our Orchestra at its heart.

My over-riding sentiments now are, on

Finally, if you haven’t had an opportunity

the one hand, deep admiration for all

yet, do take a look at our brand-new

that my colleagues – on and off stage –

website, where you will find details of

have been doing to bring an entirely new

all the concerts and Creative Learning

and beautifully crafted series of online

activities we have planned for the coming

performances to life in a very short space

months. And please remember, all our

of time, whilst on the other, pleasure in

concerts are available online for at least

knowing that so many people are seeing

30 days.

and hearing our musicians each week,
albeit from a distance. In these pages

With best wishes from

you will hear from some of them about

everyone at the SCO.

the particular challenges of performing
without an audience.

Gavin Reid
Chief Executive

We have been determined to make our
music freely accessible at this time and will
continue to do so for the remainder of the
current Season. Freely accessible is of course
not the same as free to produce. So we
remain grateful for the generous donations
we have received to date. Each one makes
a big difference and helps us plan our next
steps with confidence. Thank you.
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LATEST NEWS

UPDATE FROM IMPACT SCOTLAND ON THE DUNARD CENTRE
––––––
We are delighted to report that work on the revised design for the Dunard Centre is
progressing well and on track for a variation to be made to the planning application
in spring. All going to plan, we would hope to begin construction in 2022 with the build
estimated to take three years. The redesign process is providing a valuable opportunity
to focus on producing a venue which will offer the very best experience for audiences and
performers alike, with acoustical quality and uninterrupted sightlines fundamental to the
creation of this world-class hall. Our design team, led by David Chipperfield, has shown
remarkable skill in re-imagining the space in this prized city centre location and we are
confident it will allow us to fulfil our core objective of making a major contribution to the
future of music in Scotland. We very much look forward to sharing our new plans with you
in the very near future.

––––––
To learn more about the project, please visit impactscotland.org.uk
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OVER 40 RECORDINGS AVAILABLE
IN OUR NEW ONLINE SHOP
––––––
If you are anything like us, then throughout

by The Guardian as “Lithe and spirited, the

the past year you’ve listened to even the most

SCO players make excellent companions for

neglected albums in your music collection.

their Swiss soloist, a performer in total, joyful

With our newly launched online shop

command of his material...”

featuring over 40 SCO albums, including
our recent and most-loved, you can start

Receiving 5-star reviews from BBC Music

the New Year with some fresh recordings to

Magazine, The Times and The Guardian,

enjoy.

to name but a few, our first recording with
Principal Conductor Maxim Emelyanychev of

Our latest release, perfect for any Mozart

Schubert Symphony No 9 is also a must-have

lover, is the definitive collection of Mozart

for any album collection.

recordings with our Conductor Laureate,
the great Sir Charles Mackerras.

Or, if you are looking for a present for loved
ones, we also have a whole host of other

Also available to purchase is the eagerly-

bespoke gifts from cosy scarves to unique

awaited follow-up to pianist Francesco

stationery.

Piemontesi and conductor Andrew Manze’s

––––––

2017 release. This latest recording of Mozart

To explore our online shop, visit

Piano Concertos 19 & 27 has been described

www.sco.org.uk/shop
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SUMMER TOUR
––––––
As regular SCO News readers will know,
this issue would normally see us looking
ahead to the warmer weather and brighter
days of June, July and August, and
announcing the SCO’s annual Summer Tour
dates. Obviously, things remain rather up in
the air in terms of what might be possible,
but we are in constant touch with venues

STREAMED CONCERTS

across the country in the hope that we

––––––

might be able to get out on the road again

We’re at home on stage and on stage

in some shape or form in 2021.

in your home. See page 14 for some
performance highlights to look out for in

When we do, we will no longer simply be

the coming months and turn to page 16

out about with the ‘SCO van’, as following

to hear from timpanist Louise Goodwin

the superb suggestions from Cath and

as she gives us an insight into the

Richard Dyer, we will henceforth be touring

planning and challenges of our online

with the ‘BeethoVan’!

broadcast performances.

Big thanks to everyone who entered the

STAFF CHANGES

competition to rename the SCO van and we

––––––

very much hope that you’ll be able to see it

After four years we are bidding a fond

at a venue near you soon.

farewell to our Marketing and Press Officer,
Catherine Gillespie, who is leaving the SCO
to join the Scottish National Jazz Orchestra
as their Orchestra Manager. We wish
Catherine all the very best in her new role.
Whilst we are sad to say goodbye to Cat, we
are delighted that Sophie Sim becomes our
new Marketing and Digital Comms Officer.

NEW BABY
––––––
Congratulations to Second Violin Laura
Comini and her partner Mark Braithwaite
who were thrilled to announce the arrival
of their son, Lorenzo Comini-Braithwaite
on 19 September 2020 at 2.54am (3.74kg
and 53cm). They are all doing well
and adjusting to their new life.

Now, more than ever, the SCO needs a little help from its friends.
Play your part in our future so that the next generation can benefit
from inspiring musical experiences.

EVERY GIFT WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
THANK YOU.
DONATE AT SCO.ORG.UK/SUPPORT-US
OR TEXT TO DONATE

Fundraising, payments and donations will be processed

TO DONATE £10, TEXT SCO10 TO 70191

and administered by the National Funding Scheme

TO DONATE £20, TEXT SCO20 TO 70191
TO DONATE £30, TEXT SCO30 TO 70191

The SCO is a charity registered in Scotland No SC015039.

(Charity No: 1149800), operating as DONATE. Texts will
be charged at your standard network rate. For Terms &
Conditions, see www.easydonate.org
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SCO CHORUS – STILL ON SONG
––––––
It was a hard pill to swallow to have lockdown

vocal coaching sessions with Alan Beck and

imposed so soon after the Chorus’ hugely

Dr Patricia MacMahon.

successful sell-out performance of Spem in
Alium on 29 February 2020 at Greyfriars Kirk.

We were very sad not to be able to present

Shortly after this performance it was straight

our usual Christmas Concert – now a staple in

back to the rehearsal room to prepare for our

Edinburgh’s seasonal diary – but are instead

much-anticipated Vivaldi Gloria performance

turning our attention to programming the

with Maxim – and we only managed one more

Chorus’ return for when restrictions are eased.

rehearsal.

It seems right to be expressing the rollercoaster
of emotions we’ve all experienced over this

With the arrival of a very different looking

unbelievable year when thinking about what

20/21 SCO Season, we’ve all become relative

music might be included – themes of stillness,

experts on Zoom! The platform has been

compassion, solitude and hope – there is a

great for bringing us together again with

wealth of beautiful options waiting for us. We

monthly ‘Cultural Evenings’ – a chance to share

can’t wait to be reunited in the rehearsal room

inspirational music, poems and stories, and for

and, of course, return to our audiences – till then,

checking up on our voices through one-to-one

Happy New Year from us!

LEGACY

HONOURING
THE LATE
MR JAMES
MEFF
Earlier in the year, we were sad to learn

We recently received news that Mr Meff

that Mr Meff, a long-standing friend of the

had kindly left the Orchestra a gift in

Orchestra, had passed away. Mr Meff had

his Will. After checking with his solicitor

been attending SCO concerts since 2000

and family, it seemed right and fitting

but we had got to know him much better

to celebrate Mr Meff’s generosity by

over the last few years when he signed

dedicating a forthcoming SCO concert to

up to attend various Patron events and

the memory of this charming gentleman –

trips. He had a huge admiration for former

and what better than a chamber concert

Principal Conductor Robin Ticciati and an

directed by François Leleux in March 2021.

appreciation of a range of orchestral music

––––––

and opera. He was particularly fond of the

RAFF, CLYNE & STRAUSS

oboe, and was thrilled to be introduced to

Thursday 8 April 2021, 7.30pm

François Leleux at a Patrons’ tea following

François Leleux – Director/Oboe

a Sunday afternoon chamber concert in

SCO Wind Soloists

February 2019, as the photograph (above)
testifies.

Proudly sponsored by:

WIN £250
––––––

250 SOCIETY
Just £5 a month as a member of the 250

December: Alistair Montgomerie

Society gives you the chance to win £250

November: Jane Borland

in our monthly draw at the same time as

October: Dr John Peutherer

knowing that you are contributing towards

September: Robin Harding

the SCO’s Creative Learning programme.
To learn more about the 250 Society
Please join us in congratulating recent

or to join now, contact Laura Hickey on

winners of our 250 Society:

0131 478 8344.
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CREATIVE LEARNING
ROUND-UP

MASTERWORKS
––––––
Launched at the end of September, our
Masterworks video resources featuring Anna
Clyne’s Sound and Fury have received great
reviews from pupils and secondary school
teachers right across Scotland.
“The overall online virtual experience was
fantastic! I loved the piece and the different
movements, as well as the background
information on the composer. I also enjoyed
the techniques she uses when composing,
and what inspires her to do so”.
Pupil, Doon Academy, Argyll and Bute

“As a school in a fairly remote part of
Scotland, the ability to access this online is
amazing. I am so grateful”.
Teacher, Gordonstoun School, Moray

Lead practitioner Caroline McCluskey
filming Dots & Lines multi-artform
content for early years.

––––––
Why not take a listen?

www.sco.org.uk/soundfury

––––––

Masterworks 2020 is delivered in association
with Drake Music Scotland and the
Lammermuir Festival.
Kindly supported by The Gannochy Trust,
The Plum Trust, PF Charitable Trust, The Basil Death
Trust, The Misses Barrie Charitable Trust, Gordon
Fraser Charitable Trust, The Educational Institute of
Scotland, Forteviot Charitable Trust,
The JTH Charitable Trust and Sir Iain Stewart
Foundation.

with the SCO team to create brand new
music. One advantage of working online
was that we were able to welcome lots of
new participants, including from Dumfries
and Galloway, Argyll and Bute and
Aberdeenshire, and participants found
creative ways to work with the limitations of
video-conferencing technology. Head over
to our website to read more and hear some
of the results!

––––––

VIBE
––––––
In October we ran two VIBE projects,
bringing young musicians together online

Please visit www.sco.org.uk/vibeonline

––––––

Kindly supported by Tiny Changes, The Meikle
Foundation, Miss M E S Paterson’s Charitable Trust,
Tay Charitable Trust and The David and June Gordon
Memorial Trust.
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PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
––––––
Meanwhile, Pictures at an Exhibition
continues to welcome hundreds of
musicians of all ages from Orkney to
Australia who play along to weekly videos
of our SCO musicians.

––––––
Full details at www.sco.org.uk/pictures

––––––

Pictures at an Exhibition is in partnership
with caithnessmusic.com.
Kindly supported by a generous donation in memory of
Connie Ryan (1937-2020) and by the Cairngorm Group.

VIDEO RESOURCES
––––––
We begin 2021 with three new sets of
video resources: Dots & Lines, our multiartform project for early years,

SCO ACADEMY

Moving Music for upper primaries which
explores SCO repertoire through listening

––––––

and expressive movement, and ReConnect

SCO String and Wind Academies also moved

for people living with dementia at home

online in November. Participants worked with

or in care settings.

tutorial and performance videos made by

––––––

SCO musicians, then met online for coaching

All resources are freely available at

sessions, leading to an online play-through.
We can’t wait to welcome them back for
another online course in March 2021.

––––––
www.sco.org.uk/making-music

––––––

SCO Academy is in partnership with St. Mary’s Music School.
Kindly supported by The Marigold Whittome Memorial
Trust, The Penpont Charitable Trust and The William Syson
Foundation.

www.sco.org.uk/join-in

––––––

ReConnect is delivered in partnership with
NHS Lothian and the University of Edinburgh.
Kindly supported by Morton Charitable Trust
and J S Innes Charitable Trust.
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60

SECOND
INTERVIEW
PETER WHELAN
The players are so excited about you coming

scores than you did learning bassoon

back to conduct. Is it harder to conduct an

parts?

orchestra of musicians that you know?

I don’t play bassoon as much as I used to,

I’m really excited about coming back too! I

but I still play a bit. It takes much longer

don’t know if it’s harder to conduct musicians

to become technically proficient on an

you already know but it’s certainly different.

instrument than it does to learn the basics of
conducting, but there is more to conducting

Tell us about the programme – do you ever

than just waving your arms around and I do

consider the bassoon parts when choosing

spend much longer looking at scores than I

repertoire?

used to spend preparing bassoon parts.

The best composers always write fabulous
bassoon parts, so it might not be the worst

You must surely miss the camaraderie of

starting point to choose repertoire! I have

the back row of the SCO as much as we

great memories of playing/recording

miss you. Is it ever lonely out front?

Mozart’s ‘Linz’ Symphony with Sir Charles

I absolutely miss the back-row antics with

Mackerras and the SCO, so it’s a real

my wonderful ex-colleagues at SCO! It can

honour to perform this piece with the

be lonely out front, but it never feels quite as

Orchestra again. I am fascinated by the

exposed as it does when playing concertos

music of Joseph Bologne, one of very few

– at least you get to face your colleagues

black composers from the 18th century. A

during concerts when you’re conducting.

André Cebrián Garea

contemporary of Mozart, he was renowned
as both a virtuoso violinist and virtuoso

Have you been doing more singing since

swordsman. It’s also a great pleasure to

you left SCO? Do you think you will ever

introduce the young Mezzo-Soprano Katie

book Alison Green in a Mezzo role at some

Bray to the SCO.

point in the future?
Alison (Frederika Von) Green is not only

You have been so busy since we last saw

a great bassoonist and educator, but she

you. Have you played your bassoon at

also has many other surprising talents up

all? You once said that it is much easier to

her sleeve, including qualifications as a

conduct than play the bassoon. Do you find

conductor and singer. As soon as the perfect

you have to spend much longer learning

vocal rôle crops up she can expect a call.
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SCO MUSIC

RECENT RECORDINGS
SIR CHARLES MACKERRAS CONDUCTS MOZART

Following the release of

acoustic of Glasgow City

this box set, we asked

Halls over a period of

our Sub-Principal Double

fourteen days, the earlier

Bass Adrian Bornet

ones in 2007 and numbers

to share some of his

38-41 in 2009, with half

memoires of working

days occasionally free.

with Sir Charles.

That we all retained
enthusiasm, momentum,

The joy of working with

quality and energy was

Sir Charles was his

in large measure down

infectious enthusiasm,

response made us all feel

to his highly developed

and from the moment

very much part of the

sense of using every

he walked on stage

musical process.

moment wisely so as not

there was a guarantee

to waste our collective

of good things ahead.

His professional

It was obvious he had

approach to recording

great knowledge built

was worthy of emulation,

Were I to choose any work

up over many years of

always keeping a careful

of the five CDs, from the

the works we were to

check on tempi so that,

emotion of the Requiem

record, but there was

should we need to

to the virulence of No

also a collaborative

return on another day

41, it would probably be

atmosphere. His

to re-record, he had an

that last symphony, for

excitement was palpable

accurate account of our

its grandeur, variety and,

should a different idea

speed, thus never wasting

with a final repeat, its

from his own thoughts be

time. A planned rehearsal

unbridled joy.

presented (not so much

order was also crucial

––––––

tempi and interpretation

so as not to over-exert

The new album is now

as articulation and

singers and soloists.

available to buy

concentration.

as a CD for home delivery

bowing), he would
always try it out, and

The nine Mozart

via the SCO online shop

happily embrace if we all

symphonies in this

www.sco.org.uk/shop

felt good about it. This

collection were recorded

or digitally from

adaptability and rapid

in the ideal space and

www linnrecords.com
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OUR JANUARY
– APRIL 2021
STREAMED
CONCERTS

Our next series of free online
concerts has now been
announced. Here’s some of
our top picks for you and full
listings can be found online
www.sco.org.uk/whats-on

STRAVINSKY
THE SOLDIER’S TALE
Featuring Gordon Bragg & Matthew McVarish
Thursday 7 January 2021, 7.30pm

HASSE, HAYDN,
BOTTESINI & BRUCH
Featuring Maxim Emelyanychev
& Benjamin Marquise Gilmore
Thursday 28 January 2021, 7.30pm

BOULOGNE,
HANDEL & MOZART
Featuring Peter Whelan & Katie Bray
Thursday 11 February 2021, 7.30pm

IVES, BRYARS
& BEETHOVEN
Featuring Joana Carneiro & Jess Gillam
Thursday 11 March 2021, 7.30pm
Proudly sponsored by

Proudly sponsored by

STAN AND MABEL
FAMILY ONLINE
CONCERT
Featuring Gregory Batsleer & Chris Jarvis
Saturday 13 March 2021, 3pm
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COVER
FEATURE

THE SHOW
WILL GO ON
WE ASKED OUR TIP TOP TIMPANIST
LOUISE GOODWIN TO GIVE US SOME
INSIGHT INTO HOW SHE AND HER
FELLOW SCO MUSICIANS HAVE BEEN
WORKING TOGETHER TO CREATE
WONDERFUL CONCERTS FOR YOU.

It goes without saying that the last nine months have
presented a huge challenge for all performing groups.
Under normal circumstances, programming of the Season is
done years in advance, but restrictions made all of what was
All photos © Ryan Buchanan

planned for the SCO Winter Season impossible. It was clear
that a complete rethink was in order, and that the best way
through this was to use the expertise of both the programming
team and the players in order to quickly pull together
replacement concerts. And so, a new ‘Artistic Planning Group’
was set up, made up of a balance of musicians from different
sections of the Orchestra who would take ideas from all the
players to the programming team.

18|SCO NEWS

COVER
FEATURE

xxx
Whilst keeping tabs on an ever-changing set

The huge challenges of juggling repertoire

of restrictions regarding performance venues,

with venues, spacing and budget had to be

the APG met (online!) throughout the summer

navigated, as well as the effort to try to rotate

and it was decided that creating a chamber

personnel within the Orchestra so that all

series would be the clearest route forward.

players had an equal opportunity to work and

This led to a huge amount of input from the

keep ‘match-fit’.

players in the SCO, suggesting pieces and
often entire programmes that could work

Programming two chamber concerts each

with limited numbers. People really seized this

week in two different venues helped make

opportunity to explore new repertoire that

the most of the Orchestra’s resources. It was

perhaps they had wanted to play for a while

initially planned that all of these chamber

but hadn’t had the chance to. The collective

performances would be live events. We, as

mass of suggestions from players could have

players, were so keen to be able to reconnect

filled several Seasons! We took all these ideas

with our audiences again and we really felt

to a lengthy master spreadsheet and began

(and still feel) that live music is a brilliant

to try and slide the pieces into the puzzle.

way to lift spirits and help people through

THE COLLECTIVE MASS
OF SUGGESTIONS
FROM PLAYERS COULD
HAVE FILLED SEVERAL
SEASONS! WE TOOK
ALL THESE IDEAS TO
A LENGTHY MASTER
SPREADSHEET AND
BEGAN TO TRY AND
SLIDE THE PIECES INTO
THE PUZZLE.

the chaos of this year. Unfortunately, the

With that in mind, the APG once again was

easing of lockdown never quite reached the

called upon to meet with the programming

stage where audiences would safely be able

team with regard to the spring. The lie

to attend, and so at the last minute the plans

of the land is far clearer now than it was

had to change yet again: all of these chamber

back in the summer in terms of how we

concerts would now be filmed and streamed

can operate safely and, as a result, larger

online. A completely different kettle of fish

orchestral programmes have been planned

from a player’s perspective. Implementing this

for the majority of the spring, but still with a

autumn programme has been a huge learning

handful of chamber concerts that the APG

curve for all involved. The practicalities of

has contributed. We were fortunate that due

playing whilst distanced at 2m from one

to the wealth of suggestions made in the

another have impacted the acoustics more

summer, the four chamber concert ‘slots’ were

than I think any of us in the Orchestra had

filled very quickly.

expected. On a personal level the experience
of filming the ‘live’ concerts has been an odd

We decided to follow the same format as in

one to get my head around: existing in the

the autumn; for the two chamber-dedicated

realm between a ‘note-perfect’ recording and

weeks, two projects will run concurrently, one

a live performance (but with no audience to

in The Queen’s Hall and the other in

make it feel ‘alive’) has been a strange feeling,

St Andrews’ Laidlaw Music Centre. We had

but one that performers all over the country

some programmes that were already fully

are having to get accustomed to. It can be

formed: Philip Higham’s curated programme

safely said that the planning of 2021 and

of Mozart and Fauré piano quartets, and

beyond has been influenced hugely by the

another programme based around Britten

lessons we have all learnt over the last few

Oboe Quartet, MacMillan Tuireadh and

months.

Prokofiev Quintet. The other two programmes
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IT CAN BE SAFELY SAID
THAT THE PLANNING
OF 2021 AND BEYOND
HAS BEEN INFLUENCED
HUGELY BY THE
LESSONS WE HAVE ALL
LEARNT OVER THE LAST
FEW MONTHS.

took shape as the APG discussed various

is also a desire to get back to playing larger

repertoire suggestions that we were keen to

works as well. Early on in the planning of our

include. It was decided that these other two

reimagined Season, many players expressed

concerts would ‘bookend’ the SCO chamber

enthusiasm for the chamber concerts

output for the spring and would include

becoming a feature of the SCO going forward,

a mixture of early baroque and late 20th

and the idea of ‘player-curated concerts’ has

century/contemporary music respectively.

been floating around for a while. It has been

This gave me the opportunity to suggest a lot

very interesting to try some of these concepts

of works for the ‘late’ programme that involve

out, albeit so far in a slightly restrictive

percussion, which I’m very excited to realise in

manner, and we are grateful to have had

March!

some brilliant feedback from people watching
online. The upcoming chamber concerts have

I know that many in the Orchestra have really

so much to look forward to, and I for one will

enjoyed the opportunity of contributing to

certainly be enjoying the variety they will bring

the recent chamber performances, but there

to the SCO spring weeks.
Looking further into the future we hope that
we will be playing these sorts of smaller
programmes live, and that it will be a
brilliant way to bring our audiences closer
to us. Under normal circumstances, these
chamber concerts are extremely ‘mobile’ –
we could visit so many new types of venues
in places that we aren’t able to visit as a full
orchestra! Many months on from our last live
performance, this is a very exciting prospect
for us as players and hopefully for you, our
audience, as well.
––––––
For a full list of our January – April 2021
streamed concerts see www.sco.org.uk

COVER
FEATURE
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TELLING
STORIES
New Stories is a Scottish Chamber Orchestra
initiative for three emerging women composers,
providing them with mentorship from
SCO Associate Composer Anna Clyne.

SCO NEWS|23

Electra Perivolaris

Gillian Walker

Georgina Macdonell Finlayson

New Stories began in September 2020

the BBC Singers during the 2013 BBC Proms

with a workshop led by Anna Clyne and

and working with a strong female composer

storyteller Janis Mackay. Afterwards

role model like Judith had a big impact on

we caught up with the three selected

me. This experience made me realise that

composers – Georgina Macdonell Finlayson,

composing is something I could see myself

Electra Perivolaris and Gillian Walker – to

doing in the future.

find out a bit more about them and what
drew them to the project.

Gillian: My passion for composing really
began when I was teaching in schools,

Can you tell us a bit about your musical

as it excites me when I see young people

background and where your passion for

developing the ability to express themselves

composing first began?

through composition. Helping students
find a musical voice and guiding them

Electra: I started composing around the

through that process is a real privilege and

age of 14 after taking part in some free

these experiences made me realise how

composition workshops with the BBC Proms

fortunate I am to be in the position to write

Inspire Young Composers’ scheme (now

my own music. When I started having the

called the BBC Young Composer scheme). I

opportunity to hear my compositions played

played the piano, oboe and saxophone and

by professional musicians it was incredible.

liked to sing, but I didn’t really know what

I’m addicted to hearing my music come to

composition entailed and I was interested to

life in this way now!

see how I might start writing my own music.
Through those sessions I developed a love

Georgina: I started making music when I

for composing and decided to write a piece

was about seven – I heard a group of folk

for my school choir. I submitted the piece

musicians playing and thought ‘I want to

for a BBC Proms Inspire workshop with the

play music with people’. Soon after that

BBC Singers and Judith Weir and it was

I started having violin lessons and joined

selected. This workshop marked a turning

local orchestras and folk groups. Studying

point for me. I heard my music performed by

at Edinburgh University was where I really

I AM INSPIRED
BY THE WAY IN
WHICH DIVERSE
INTERNATIONAL
FOLK
TRADITIONS
REFLECT THE
LAND, NATURE
AND STORIES OF
THE PAST AND
PRESENT IN A
PARTICULAR
PLACE.

of music. For example, the list of music that
she gave Georgina, Electra and me as a
musical starting point, includes some rock
tracks which I am also influenced by.
Georgina: There are so many things that
excite me about this project! When I first
saw the opportunity, my heart jumped.
The subject matter is relevant to my music,
I love exploring traditional crafts such as
storytelling and folk music yet also enjoy
contemporary music making. This project
is a unique chance to tie those threads
together. In traditional music people often
talk about ‘the carrying stream’, the idea
that tradition is always moving forward,
bringing with it a sense of the past, but also
looking to the future. I love to think about

Electra Perivolaris

how I can reimagine traditional music and
art forms in a contemporary context. The
combination of working with both Anna and
Janis feels like a unique chance to explore

discovered composing and it became equal

the process of creating a narrative, both

to the violin in my music making. In my final

with words and music. Working with the

year I opted to complete a composition

musicians of the SCO feels like coming home

portfolio and took part in the SCO’s

in a sense. It goes without saying that they

InterConnect project. It was the experience

are all fantastic musicians but I also feel a

of this project and the support of my tutors

personal connection to the orchestra as it

Gareth Williams and Pippa Murphy that

was the first orchestra that I went to see

made me really consider composition part

perform live and the InterConnect project

of my future career.

with them was a formative part of my
education in composition.

What excites you most about working with
the SCO, Anna Clyne and Janis Mackay?

Electra: To me, both storytelling and music
present opportunities for connection and

Gillian: Now that we have done a couple of

communication between people. One of

workshops with Anna and Janis I have to

the things that excited me the most when I

say that they have been incredible. Janis

first saw the project was that it offered the

has a way of transporting you to a ‘zone of

opportunity to take the interest I already

creativity’ with the storytelling exercises

have in narrative and to explore how my

we have been doing. I appreciate Anna’s

approach to storytelling can be deepened in

commitment to and interest in a wide range

my practice as a composer.
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IN TRADITIONAL
MUSIC PEOPLE
OFTEN TALK
ABOUT ‘THE
CARRYING
STREAM’, THE
IDEA THAT
TRADITION IS
ALWAYS MOVING
FORWARD,
BRINGING WITH
IT A SENSE OF
THE PAST, BUT
ALSO LOOKING
TO THE FUTURE.

In your biographies you each mention your
interest in various musical styles, other
artforms and the natural world. How do
these themes and mediums influence your
compositions?
Georgina: I’m fascinated by the synthesis
of folk and classical styles that are found in
music across the world and enjoy exploring
that crossover in my own compositions.
More recently I’ve begun writing my
own traditional tunes and arranging
folk music, so I write at both extremes –
very contemporary classical music and
traditional folk music, but then there are
times when they come together. I grew up
in a remote Scottish glen and my childhood
was spent mostly outdoors, surrounded by

Georgina Macdonell Finlayson

the sounds of nature. I think that composers
find their compositional voice essentially
by osmosis, and for me the natural
surroundings I grew up in have had a huge

Using storytelling in my music is something

effect on me in this way. I feel strongly about

that’s been valuable to me, in concert settings

using what I do to address the climate crisis

but also in diverse community contexts.

and bring people greater understanding of

For example, two years ago I composed a

our natural environments.

piece for Live Music Now Scotland for their
Kimie Composition Award commission.

Electra: The landscape of my home on

This piece was for inclusive audiences of

the West coast of Scotland is the main

children with additional support needs, and

influence on my music. My home is in a rural

I used storytelling as a way of connecting

community on the Isle of Arran and it is

with the children by using the legends of

through my connection to this landscape that

different Celtic mythical creatures, which I

I first began to explore themes of the natural

represented in short musical pieces.

world. I often represent visual and sonic
details in the landscape that surrounds me,

I love the way that Anna Clyne works

as well as patterns in nature and ecological

with many different media in her own

processes. For example, in my ‘Granite’

composition such as visuals, film, and dance.

pieces for soprano saxophone, cello and

I often draw influence from different art

piano I depicted the fragility of the eroding

forms in my own composition and being

granite in the mountains around my home

mentored by Anna will give me a chance to

on Arran. I am currently exploring how I can

develop this further.

depict specific changes in nature through
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WHEN I STARTED
HAVING THE
OPPORTUNITY
TO HEAR MY
COMPOSITIONS
PLAYED BY
PROFESSIONAL
MUSICIANS IT
WAS INCREDIBLE.
I’M ADDICTED
TO HEARING MY
MUSIC COME TO
LIFE IN THIS WAY
NOW!

by composers who work in the setting
of experimental music theatre, such as
Heiner Goebbels and Georges Aperghis
and I’m indebted to the way in which these
composers use text, action and gestures in
their music, as I work out how to incorporate
these ideas into my own composition.
Alongside music theatre, I’m interested in
a kind of ‘hardcore contemporary’ music
and rock/progressive rock music, mainly
because I was surrounded by it when I
was growing up. I’ve always liked music
with lots of energy and I continued to
listen to all kinds of bands and composers
who provided this feeling throughout
secondary school and now through my
undergraduate degree. It just seems to be
something I can’t shake off! I think there’s a

Gillian Walker

really strong correlation between rock and
contemporary classical music. For example,
one of my favourite bands is Genesis and
they use complex modulations in their

instrumental sounds, and how my music

music, which when coupled with lyrics that

can inspire emotional engagement with

cover everything from Greek mythology

non-human elements of the natural world,

to social commentary contributes so many

presenting alternative hopeful futures for

different musical colours to their albums.

both humans and for nature. I’m fascinated

Steve Hackett, the guitarist from Genesis,

by the layers of stories and myths which exist

often talks about creating atmosphere with

in the landscape and these often inspire

music and this is an idea I’m always

my composition. Folk music is connected

thinking about when composing

to the land and to the sense of community

my own music – how can I make an

here in the West of Scotland and all around

atmosphere and take people on a

the world. I am inspired by the way in which

journey?

diverse international folk traditions reflect

––––––

the land, nature and stories of the past and

To find out more about

present in a particular place.

New Stories and to read our
composer interviews

Gillian: I’m a really visual person and

in full, please go to

influenced by a lot of literature and art.

www.sco.org.uk/new-stories

These artforms help me conjure up images
and feelings which I try to translate into
music in an abstract way. I’m influenced

––––––

New Stories is in association
with TRACS – Traditional Arts
and Culture Scotland.

THROUGH
THE EYES OF...
JESS GILLAM
This concert will mark your debut

magical effects of the Green Ray and her

with the SCO. Is there anything about

quest to view it nearly costs her her life.

working with a chamber orchestra that
you’re particularly excited about?

Your music crosses over many different

I’m so excited to meet and work with

genres. Does this then inform your

the SCO! Their passion and vivacity

approach to classical repertoire?

combined with their generous spirit and

I first started playing saxophone at the

boldness is extremely inspiring.

Barracudas Carnival Arts Centre when
I was seven. We played samba inspired

When working with a chamber orchestra,

music and some pop music and everything

I love the heightened sense of dialogue

was about joy and about communication. I

and connection to all of the players.

came to classical music much later and I’ve
always been influenced by many different

Gavin Bryars’ The Green Ray is a new

styles. Ultimately, I think that great music

piece for the Orchestra and maybe to

is great music, whatever the genre, and

some of our audiences. Can you tell us

the most important thing is that we have a

a little bit about why you choose this

reaction to it emotionally and maybe also

piece and how you first connected with

intellectually, physically and mentally.

it?
The first piece I heard by Gavin Bryars

This year you released your new album,

was his most famous – Jesus’ Blood Never

TIME, and created a ‘Virtual Scratch

Failed Me Yet – and I became fascinated

Orchestra’. How have these helped you

by his music. Bryars uses the instrument

as a solo artist, at a time when you don’t

rather like a voice and he optimises

have the interaction of an orchestra and

the expressive, soulful potential of the

live audience?

soprano saxophone.

For me, music is all about people! People
uniting, people sharing and people

I discovered The Green Ray when I

listening. I recorded my album before

was about 12 years old. The piece is

lockdown and it was one of the best

inspired by The Green Ray, by Jules

communal music-making experiences of

Verne – a novel named after the optical

my life. Right now, we all need some hope

phenomenon and is set in the Hebrides.

and light, and music making can bring that

The protagonist vows to experience the

in abundance.
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YOUR SAY
Since our first-ever Online Concert
Season began this September, we have
enjoyed the feeling of once again coming
together every Thursday evening to enjoy
the concert experience. During our online
performances, the comments, stories and
pictures you have shared with us from
your homes around the world, have made
our individual living rooms feel like one
very big concert hall.
We are delighted to share just a
selection of the stories and comments
we have received from you, our glorious
audience!

THE QUILTER CHEVIOT BENEDETTI CONCERT
We were over the moon to
open our online Season with
two brilliant artists, our
Principal Conductor Maxim
Emelyanychev and Scottish
violinist Nicola Benedetti
performing Bruch’s Violin
Concerto at Perth Concert
Hall.

“My 13-year-old son and I were at that final SCO concert
before lockdown that Nicola spoke about in the introduction,
when she played Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto and Mozart’s
Sinfonia Concertante with Lawrence Power at the Music Hall
in Aberdeen.
My son had been due to fly to Austria for a school ski trip
that morning; luckily I hadn’t sold his ticket so he was able to
join me when his trip was cancelled. The concert was one of
the most emotional and exceptional I have ever been at with
absolutely stunning performances from the soloists and the
entire orchestra.

“Thank you so much for this
amazing concert, my young
sons and I really enjoyed it.
Such a treat to listen to this.
Hopefully we will see you all
live again soon.”

We all knew it would be the last live music we would share
for a long time and I know I wasn’t the only person in tears
throughout the concert. In tears again listening to the
wonderful performance of the Bruch concerto. Thanks and
much love to Nicola Benedetti and everybody at the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra. It’s mighty fine to hear you perform and
we can’t wait to be able to be in the same room as you again.”

Ozge

Alasdair
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CLYNE & BRITTEN
For our second streamed concert from
Perth Concert Hall in November, we had a
little help from three friends and outstanding musicians, Violinist and Director Pekka
Kuusisto, Tenor Allan Clayton and former
SCO Principal Horn Alec Frank-Gemmill, to
perform Britten’s Serenade for Tenor, Horn
and Strings and our Associate Composer
Anna Clyne’s Within Her Arms.

“A lovely concert – so good to see friends in
the orchestra again and Maxim and Nicola
– definitely brought a tear to the eye and a
depth from the circumstances as well as the
wonderful emotional performance. Thank
you all so much for being there still for us.”

Sarah
“The (Quilter Cheviot Benedetti) concert was
brilliant! I’d sent details to three friends from
England, each of whom had been to an SCO
concert when staying with me in Edinburgh
at various times. So it was lovely to imagine
them – in Suffolk, Essex and West Sussex also watching tonight, once again enjoying a
concert together.
Also I’d like to say how much I’ve appreciated
all the wonderful musical events that you’ve
provided over recent months. Its been great
to see and hear musicians playing in their
own homes! This pandemic has added a new
dimension to the SCO. ”

Alice

“I know I am late to the party, but I just watched
this concert and am very glad I did. I am not
a big fan of Britten, but the considerable
charms of this piece were made irresistible by
the glorious performances of the soloists and
orchestra. I didn’t know the Clyne piece, but it
was also persuasively played and I thoroughly
enjoyed it. Bravo!”

Edinburgh Rock
“I just caught up with this today. Wow; stellar
performances from everyone, but especially
from Alec and Allan in the Britten. Such sensitive
singing and playing, and effortless musicianship.
I think old Ben would be well pleased!”

David
“Fabulous performance and wonderful
presentation in Perth. So great to be reminded
of the qualities of the finest chamber orchestra
in the UK. Beautiful singing and horn playing.”

Nicholas
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YOUR SAY

CONT’d

QUEEN’S HALL
CHAMBER SERIES
Our chamber series from The Queen’s Hall
has been an opportunity for us to perform,
in smaller ensembles, a wide range of
repertoire from Mozart and Mendelssohn to
Bernstein, Barber and Coleridge-Taylor.

“When people ask me what I’ve missed
most during the pandemic I always
say the SCO and Scottish Opera. Live
music is even more important in stressful
times. I was beyond excited when you
announced the new season, kicking off
with the Nicola Benedetti concert, which
certainly did not disappoint, and since
then I’ve enjoyed every concert.
Tonight (Mozart, Schumann & Strauss)
was again special, all 3 pieces, but
especially the Strauss, a piece which
has been a favourite of mine for a very
long time. For me it took on an extra
poignancy being played so close to
Remembrance Day, when we recall the
suffering and heartbreak caused by war.
Beautifully expressive playing.
The SCO is a cornucopia of talent, and in
this chamber season we’ve been able to
see so many individual players shine - a
privilege we don’t always have in the
normal season. So whilst this does not
replace the live experience, it offers
intimacy and extra insights into the
works and the performances, (as well as
the fact that I don’t have to stand for 25
minutes in the cold and wet waiting for
the number 8 bus home!).”

Maggie

“I just wanted to say how much I am
enjoying your weekly concerts and to say
thank you. I do hope you will continue to
provide online live concerts even after the
current restrictions are over. So many of
us live in locations where a visit to a live
concert venue is not a realistic option, and
your online concerts have opened a whole
new experience for us”.

Joanna
“I very much enjoyed the whole Mozart,
Schumann & Strauss concert, in
particular the first two compositions,
perfect to my ear. Very well done to all
the instrumentalists, as normal. I am
impressed too with the camera work and
directing at these concerts . As I have
previously mentioned it’s great to have
these performances for our delight. ”

Jack
“What a feast of music! I have loved all
of the concerts. The Ravel, Debussy, and
Milhaud recital was equally wonderful.”

Brian
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“Bravo, I really enjoyed this
beautiful (Berstein, Barber,
Coleridge Taylor) concert with
stunning playing after trying
to teach woodwind without
instruments in school and then
teaching wonderful bassoons
on dodgy internet settings all
the rest of the day!!
Big applause! ”

FEEDBACK
FROM
AROUND
THE WORLD

Rebecca
“Having a night in with
@SCOmusic If you can’t be at the
Queens or Usher Hall this is the
next best thing. Ethereal music in
the lounge...”

wunjot @wunjot
“@SCOmusic Loving chamber
concerts! Laptop on kitchen
table and maybe a glass of
wine! Great to see @queens_hall
remembering wonderful past
events and looking forward to an
amazing future!”

Derek @derekz1

“Beautiful! hello from
Belgium.”

“From the States.....Sublime!
Thanks to all!”

Nicole Conroth (Bernstein,
Barber & Coleridge-Taylor)

Nicholas Mischler (Quilter
Cheviot Benedetti)

“Enjoying your performance
at lunchtime in Montreal.
Sounds wonderful.”

“Love from South of Italy!
subbed you    ”

Josee Poirier

Laura Agrusti (Ravel,
Debussy & Milhaud)

“Such a joy to be able to hear
you again! Greetings from
Switzerland!”

“It’s wonderful to hear this
beautiful music on a cool,
rainy day in Boston.”

Oscar Perez Mendez
(Quilter Cheviot Benedetti)

A Monty (Mozart,
Schumann & Strauss)

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
––––––
Sign up for our email newsletter
For all our latest news, films, photos, blogs and
special offers, visit www.sco.org.uk/latest

Email us

Sophie Sim, Marketing Officer
sophie.sim@sco.org.uk

Comment on Facebook

www.facebook.com/scottishchamberorchestra/

Share your experience on Twitter
https://twitter.com/SCOmusic

Share your experience on Instagram

www.instagram.com/scottishchamberorchestra/

Season 2020/21

OUR JANUARY – APRIL 2021
STREAMED CONCERTS
THE SOLDIER’S TALE
Thursday 7 January 2021, 7.30pm
KRÁSA, DVOŘÁK, HAAS & MARTINŮ
Thursday 14 January 2021 7.30pm

CLYNE, BUTTERWORTH,
HAYDN & VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Thursday 4 March 2021, 7.30pm
IVES, BRYARS & BEETHOVEN
Proudly sponsored by Pulsant

TELEMANN, BIBER & J C BACH
Thursday 21 January 2021, 7.30pm
HASSE, HAYDN, BRUCH & BOTTESINI
Thursday 28 January 2021, 7.30pm
SEEK THE LIGHT
In association with Celtic Connections

Friday 29 January 2021, 7.30pm
LAIDLAW LIVE – BRITTEN,
MACMILLAN & PROKOFIEV
Wednesday 3 February 2021, 1.10pm
PROKOFIEV & STRAVINSKY
Proudly sponsored and match funded by Insider.co.uk
and Culture & Business Fund Scotland

Thursday 4 February 2021, 7.30pm

BOULOGNE, HANDEL & MOZART
Thursday 11 February 2021, 7.30pm

Thursday 11 March 2021, 7.30pm
STAN AND MABEL
Proudly sponsored by Baillie Gifford

Saturday 13 March 2021, 3pm
LAIDLAW LIVE – PURCELL,
REICH, PÄRT...
Wednesday 17 March 2021, 1.10pm
ADAMS, BACH & MOZART
Proudly sponsored by Capital Document Solutions

Thursday 18 March 2021, 7.30pm

MOZART & FAURÉ
Thursday 25 March 2021, 7.30pm
RAFF, CLYNE & STRAUSS
Proudly sponsored by Institut Français Ecosse

Thursday 8 April 2021, 7.30pm

MENDELSSOHN
Kindly supported by Colin and Sue Buchan

Thursday 25 February 2021, 7.30pm

WHERE TO WATCH
These streamed concerts will be available on both our
Facebook page and YouTube channel on the dates above.

Chamber music concert
Orchestral concert
Creative Learning event or concert
Laidlaw Live

